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Ultrastructural artefacts in biopsied normal
myocardium and their relevance to myocardial
biopsy in man
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ABSTRACT Biopsy specimens, as a source of myocardial tissue, are being used increasingly in the
appraisal of various myocardial diseases. A study of myocardial tissue, biopsied and processed in
various ways, and obtained from normal healthy experimental animals, showed that a variety of
artefacts may be found. These artefacts develop in reactive, beating myocardium but not in
non-reactive hearts. The artefacts are in many instances similar to, or mimic, changes previously
described as pathological in origin. This is most unsatisfactory, and if valid pathological
appraisals of myocardial biopsies are to be made, a technique allowing the recovery of tissue,
free of biopsy artefact, is required. Such a technique is described.

The preparation of biopsied myocardial tissue for
ultrastructural study induces artefacts that must
be recognised as such before a valid interpretation
of the ultrastructure can be given (Eckner et al,
1967; Ferrans et al, 1973; Ferrans, 1975; Adomian
et al, 1978; MacKay et al, 1978). Though there
have been many reports on the ultrastructure of
myocardial specimens obtained by biopsy, only a
few have discussed the induction and appearance
of artefacts or enumerated precautions to avoid
them (Eckner et al, 1967; Ferrans et al, 1973;
Adomian et al, 1978; MacKay et al, 1978). It is
possible that these artefacts may be mistaken for
pathological changes and in some instances used
as a measure of pathological damage (Khan,
1973; Jennings et al, 1975; Giacomelli et al, 1976;
Madrazzo et al, 1976; Bulkley and Hutchins,
1977).
In this study the artefacts seen in myocardial

biopsies have been investigated in normal rat,
rabbit, dog, and pig, and a method has been de-
veloped that provides specimens free of biopsy
artefact.

Methods

Ventricular myocardium from normal rat, rabbit,
dog, and pig were biopsied from (A) fresh, non-

*Present address: Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, UK.

beating heart, (B) beating heart fixed by total
immersion, and (C) actively beating heart. The
non-beating heart (A) and fixed heart (B) served
as controls and the beating heart (C) as the experi-
mental state.
The biopsies were taken with:
(a) a disposable Trucut 1 mm biopsy needle

(manufacturer: Travenol, Deerfield, Illinois),
(b) a 4 mm skin trephine with applied negative

pressure,
(c) a wedge excision of myocardium using sharp

scalpel blades, or
(d) a King's endomyocardial bioptome

(Richardson, 1974).
The biopsies were then prepared by one of the

following techniques:
(i) immediate fixation of the complete speci-

men with subsequent dicing and processing,
(ii) immediate dicing in fixative and processing

after fixation,
(iii) bench rest for periods up to 20 minutes

followed by dicing in fixation and process-
ing after fixation, and

(iv) in addition, biopsies obtained by methods
(b), (c), or (d) were immersed in fixative
for 10 minutes, then cut into thin slices and
the central area of each slice (about 0-5-0 6
mm deep to the original outer surface)
trimmed free and this central tissue diced,
fixed, and processed (fig 1).
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Fig 1 Diagram showing technique of method (iv).

The tissues were fixed in a modified, calcium
chloride-free, Karnovsky's 9% paraformaldehyde/
glutaraldehyde mixture in 0-2 M sodium cacodylate
buffer, or 3% glutaraldehyde in Sorenson's phos-
phate buffer. The pH of fixatives was 7-4 and
fixation performed at 40C. Postfixation in 1%
Osmium tetroxide in the matching buffers fol-
lowed. The specimens were then dehydrated and
embedded in Araldite or Spurr epoxy resin. Silver-
gold interference colour sections were cut,
mounted on carbon-coated copper grids, and
double stained and uranyl acetate and lead
citrate. All observations and photographic record-
ings were made on a Zeiss EM 10 B electron
microscope.

Results

In all significant features the myocardial ultra-
structure in biopsies of the control states (fresh
non-beating heart and immersion fixed heart) was
normal, and the method of taking the biopsy did
not influence the ultrastructural appearance (figs
2 and 3). Some control specimens, however,
showed sarcomeres shortened to a greater or

lesser degree than others, but without gross distor-
tion of myofibrils or sarcoplasmic organelles.
Tissue preservation, as expected, depended on
specimen block size. There was autolysis of the
deeper regions in the larger blocks despite pro-

tracted fixation, and therefore good penetration
of fixative required dicing of the tissue into small
pieces soon after tissue collection.

In contradistinction to that in the control
states, the ultrastructure of myocardium obtained
by biopsy of beating heart showed various arte-
facts irrespective of the method of biopsy and tis-
sue preparation, with the exception of method (iv).
The most evident artefact was the abnormal

contraction or shortening of groups of sarcomeres

that caused "contraction bands" orientated trans-
versely to the longitudinal axis of myofibrils (fig 4).

Fig 2 Artefact-free, immersion fixed rat heart, wedge
biopsy (X24 700).

The sarcomeres in a contraction band were re-

duced to 10% or less of their resting length, while
the Z bands were often increased in thickness.
Where myofilaments could be resolved, they were

arranged haphazardly within the contraction band
(fig 5). Contraction bands were not necessarily in
register with similar bands in adjacent myofibrils,
and in many instances the sarcomeres adjacent to
a contraction band were disrupted, apparently
through stretching (fig 4).

Sarcoplasmic organelles in the region of con-

traction bands were disorganised. Mitochondria
were collected into large aggregations in the im-
mediate vicinity of the contraction band, and were

often abnormal (figs 4 and 5). Almost all were

swollen, often with internal damage. Cristae were

irregularly arranged in whorls or other unusual
arrays (fig 6). Many mitochondria contained
irregular clear areas, free of cristae (fig 5). Mito-
chondrial limiting membranes were often dis-
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Fig 3 Artefact-free, fresh non-beating baboon heart,
wedge biopsy (X 19 700)

rupted. Most mitochondria were larger and paler
than normal.
The sarcolemma adjacent to a contraction band

was thrown into large numbers of tight pleats
(fig 7). The basement membrane followed the
contour of the underlying deformed sarcolemma.
In these areas the sarcoplasmic reticulum appeared
disrupted, being apparently broken up and form-
ing numerous clear vesicles. Glycogen and lipid
vesicles were collected within the folds of the
sarcolemmal pleats and were not found between
the myofibrils in the contraction bands (fig 4).

In addition, some myocardial cells not harbour-
ing the artefacts were swollen. This had the effect
of causing decreased density of the sarcoplasm
which, in combination with mitochondrial swel-
ling, gave to the whole cell a "light" appearance,
whereas the artefact-free cell with normally dark
mitochondria due to tight cristae apposition and
denser cytoplasm had the appearance of a "dark"

cell. Light and dark cells were most noticeable
when they were adjacent to each other (fig 8).
Instances of light swollen mitochondria within a
denser sarcoplasm, and dark mitochondria within
light or swollen sarcoplasm have been observed.
These variations probably also indicate artefact
within the myocardium. These artefacts were
found only in certain regions of the biopsy
specimen.

All tissue from beating heart prepared by im-
mediate fixation of the complete specimen (method
i) showed artefacts irrespective of the method used
in taking the biopsy. Cells containing artefacts
were confined to an approximate 05-0O6 mm deep
peripheral zone of the biopsy, and the ultra-
structure of cells central to the peripheral zone
appeared artefact-free but did show poor pene-
tration of fixative.

In tissue blocks obtained by dicing in fixative of
entire specimens of still reactive myocardium
(method ii) the zone of artefact was again observed
at the newly cut surfaces. Short periods of bench
rest (method iii) did not materially alter the
pattern of artefacts produced through biopsy.
There appears to be no method of biopsying or
dicing reactive or unfixed myocardium without
inducing a peripheral zone of artefact.
The biopsy can be rendered non-reactive

through prolonged bench rest or preliminary im-
mersion in fixative (methods iii and iv) before
dicing. With both methods the artefact is again
confined to the peripheral surface of the biopsy,
but the surfaces of the diced fragments in the
central area are artefact-free. While prolonged
bench rest does reduce the reactivity of myocardial
tissue, preservation of the central zone is inferior
to that of method (iv) as autolysis will have begun.
Specimens produced according to method (iv) show
excellent ultrastructural preservation and are free
of biopsy or dicing artefact (fig 9).

Discussion

Contraction bands, mitochondrial massing often
with mitochondrial membrane damage, sar-
colemmal folding, disruption of sarcoplasmic
reticulum, displacement of glycogen and lipid
vesicles, as well as cell swelling are all artefacts
seen in biopsied reactive myocardium to a depth
of about 05-0O6 mm from the cut surface. In
control states where the myocardium is non-
reactive, or rendered so by immersion fixation
before biopsy and dicing, the tissue is free of
artefact. Artefacts are therefore in all likelihood
caused by the act of cutting reactive myocardial
tissue.
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Fig 4 Artefacts-beating pig heart, 4 mm skin trephine biopsy. Method (i)
m= Mitochondria; cb= Contraction band; mf= Myofibril; ss=Stretched sarcomere;
mg=Mitochondrial aggregation; N=Nucleus (X7875).

The most obvious artefact is the contraction
band. MacKay et al (1978) suggest that the
"hypercontraction"-contraction band-is a fix-
ation artefact. From our results this seems im-
probable as contraction bands are not seen in our
fixed control specimens, nor were they seen in
fixed post-mortem tissue by Adomian et al (1978)
Contraction bands and related artefacts appear to
be induced through the act of biopsy or dicing of
reactive myocardium. Once the biopsy is prefixed,
however, dicing will not cause further contraction
band formation along newly cut surfaces.

The mechanism whereby such contraction bands
and related artefacts are produced is of interest.
Both Ferrans et al (1973) and Adomian et al
(1978) suggest that the contraction bands might
arise through the unopposed hypercontraction of
sarcomeres in cells damaged during the biopsy.
When contraction bands are pathological these
would need to develop before biopsy, that is, when
contraction was still opposed. It is therefore
unlikely that contraction bands arise through un-
opposed hypercontraction.
As sarcomere lengths in the contraction band
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Fig 5 Artefacts-beating rabbit heart, I mm Trucut biopsy. ml=Disorientated
myofilaments; md= Damaged mitochondria; zt= Thickened Z disc (X34 650).

Fig 6 Artefacts beating dog heart, wedge biopsy. ac=Abnormal cristae (X36 300).
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Fig 7 Artefacts-beating rabbit heart, bioptome biopsy. sp=Pleated sarcolemma;
cb=Contraction band; t=Transverse tubule (X10 000).

Fig 8 Artefacts-beating rat heart, wedge biopsy. L="Light" cell; D="Dark" cell;
Id=Intercalated disc (X5600).

G
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Fig 9 Artefact-free beating dog heart, 4 mm skin trephine processed by Method (iv)
(X8000).

are well below the physiological range, it is unlikely
that there can be normal myofilaments or the
usual sliding filament type of contraction. The ob-
servation by us (fig 5) and by Adomian et al (1978)
that the myofilaments appear "to be arranged
haphazardly within the hypercontracted regions"
supports this contention. Whatever the mechan-
isms of contraction band formation may be, it is
unlikely to be a straightforward sliding of myo-
filaments as envisaged in the sliding filament hy-
pothesis of muscular contraction.
While the contraction band is the most obvious

component of the artefact, the disorganisation of
other cellular elements, with the exception of those

disorganisations due to cell or mitochondrial swel-
ling, is probably secondary to the formation of the
contraction band. The artefacts consequent to
biopsy or dicing thus include both contraction
bands and sarcoplasmic disorganisation.
Although earlier reports, notably those of

Ferrans et al (1973), comment on the occurrence
of artefacts and their possible cause, they do not
report any method of eliminating or reducing
them. In other reports (Ferrans et al, 1975) some
of the features of the artefact described here are
reported as being of pathological origin. While
such features may represent pathological change,
our results clearly show that the method of ob-
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taining the tissue, as well as the state of the heart
at the time of removal, is of paramount impor-
tance to the final ultrastructural appearance. This
precaution does not apply to post-mortem, im-
mersion-fixed, or perfused tissue (Ganote et al,
1976; Adomian et al, 1978).
In reactive tissue great caution should be

exercised before making a diagnosis and the pos-
sibility of artefact unequivocally eliminated. It
should be pointed out too that this stricture applies
equally to myocardial tissue removed at necropsy
from sites that at an earlier time had been sub-
jected to surgical manipulation or other mech-
anical interference (Reichenbach and Benditt,
1970; Bulkley and Hutchins, 1977). It is moreover
unsatisfactory simply to eliminate any tissue that
shows these changes assuming them to be artefact
as some have (Jones et al, 1975), because they
may represent a real pathological change. There
is the further danger that minor changes that are
in fact artefact are not recognised as such and
then included in the interpretation as representa-
tive of pathological change (Jones et al, 1975,
fig 4b)-where artifactual light and dark cells are
shown but not commented on.
While tissue obtained 40 minutes post-mortem

would be non-reactive and contraction bands with-
in it a reliable index of pathological change,
(Adomian et al, 1978), in our experience autolytic
changes after such a period of post-mortem prevent
reliable ultrastructural preservation being main-
tained. What is required is a biopsy method that
is in no way suspect, or in which the area of arte-
fact arising through the biopsy technique can be
identified and thus eliminated.
As the zone of artefact extends 0-5-0-6 mm in

from the cut surface, a biopsy of diameter less
than about 12 mm obtained from beating heart
shows artefact throughout. Due to the limits on
the rate of fixative penetration, the tissue block
can only be a certain maximum size and still
allow good fixation. This maximum size is little
more than the above figure of 1-2 mm. Myocar-
dium, free of artefact, can be recovered from
actively beating heart, when a sufficiently large
specimen is taken at biopsy (smallest dimension
2 5 mm), placed in fixative for a period of about
10 minutes, and subsequently processed as in
method (iv).

If this procedure is adopted the area of artefact
is eliminated. In such a situation whatever changes
occur, even those mimicking artefact, like con-
traction bands, are a reliable indication of path-
ological change.

We are grateful to Dr C I Bhagat for his assistance

in many of the experiments as well as the helpful
discussion and practical criticism of the manu-
script, Mrs S Bux for technical help and Miss M
Carolan for secretarial help.
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